Abstract. Let L = Kt u ■ ■ ■ U AJ, be a tame link in S3 of ¡i > 2 components, and let L^ be its sublink Lß = L -K^. Let H and Hh be the abelianizations of
1. Introduction. Let L = Kx u • • • U K^ G S3 be a tame link with p > 1 components, and let G = ttx(S3 -L) be the group of L, H its abelianization. Then H is the (multiphcative) free abelian group generated by certain elements r" . . . , t which are defined geometrically (see §2), and its integral group ring ZH consists of polynomials (with integer coefficients) in the /, and their inverses. In particular, Z77 is a unique factorization domain, and hence a g.c.d. ring.
The elementary ideals Ek(L) are defined (in §2) for every k > 1; they are ideals of the ring Z77, and form an ascending sequence of invariants of L. These ideals have g.c.d.s àk(L) = g.c.d. Ek(L), which are also invariants of L. In general, the polynomials A¿(L) are weaker invariants than the ideals Ek(L); however, it is well known that A,(L), the Alexander polynomial of L, determines EX(L) by the following property: (1,) if p = 1 then 7i,(L) C ZH is the principal ideal EX(L) = (A,(L)); and (1A if p > 2 then EX(L) G ZH is the product ideal EX(L) = AX(L)IH, where 77/ G ZH is the ideal generated by {tx -1, . .. , ^ -1}.
(The ideal 777 may also be described as 777 = ker e, where e: ZT/-»Z is the homomorphism with e(h) = 1 VA £ H. This function e is known as the "augmentation map" or "trivializer" of Z77, and IH is the "augmentation ideal" of ZH.) In 1953, in [5] , Guillermo Torres proved that if p > 2 then the Alexander (These equations must be used with caution, since the Alexander polynomials are only defined within multiplication by units.)
An equivalent statement may be formulated as follows. If G = ttx(S3 -L^) and 77M is its abelianization, then there is a (unique) homomorphism <j>: ZH -» ZH^ with 0(r,.) = t¡ whenever 1 < i < p, and <Xfu) = 1. Using the relations (1M_ j) and (1^), the relations (2) can be reduced to the single property: Here we show that this generalizes to Theorem (1.1) . In the situation just described,
Ek-i(L¿ + (( II tt) -l)^(^)
Ç t>Ek(L) G Ek_x(L¿ + IH^ Ek{L¿ for any k > I.
Since 7s0(L) = 0 for any link, the first of these inclusions is the equality (2') if k = 1. The upper bound Ek_x(L¡1) + IH^ ■ E^LJ can be reduced somewhat by geometric considerations (see §4). It is, perhaps, unfortunate, but (2' ) cannot be generalized to higher values of k as an equality. Examples are given in §3 which indicate that either of the inclusions of Theorem (1.1) may be an equality for a given link L and value of k, or neither, or both.
Nineteen years before the publication of Torres' paper, Seifert had mentioned, in [4] , that A,(L)(1) = eA,(L) = ±1 if p = 1. Torres used the relations (2) to deduce from this that A,(L)(1, 1) = eA,(L) = ±1 if p = 2, and &x(L)(l, . . . , 1) = eA,(L) = 0 if p > 3. Using the relations (1) and (2) , and the fact that the elementary ideals of a tame link form an ascending sequence, one can actually verify these properties: -1, t[ -1) , where / £ Z is the linking number; and (hi) if p > 2 then EX(L) G (IHY~X.
We generalize these to:
(ii') if p > 2 then E X(L) G J + C, where / G Z H is the ideal generated by the products (tp -l)(tq -1), p =£ q, and C gZH is the ideal generated by the elements t'}Kp-K^ -\,p =£ q; and (hi') if p > 2 then Ek(L) G (IHY~k for any k < p.
In particular, the augmented ideals eEk(L) depend only on the number of components of L: eEk(L) = 0 whenever k < p, and eEk(L) = Z whenever k > p. This paper is a revised version of the second chapter of the author's Ph.D. thesis [6] , which was written at Yale University under the guidance of William S. Massey, to whom we would like to express our deep gratitude. We are also grateful to the referee, who made several helpful suggestions. The author's wife, Sharon Richter, is to be thanked for drawing the illustrations.
2. The elementary ideals. In this section we outline a procedure by which the elementary ideals of a tame link can be obtained from any regular projection of it. The material is standard and appears, for instance, in Torres' paper [5] .
Let L G S3 be a tame link, given with a regular projection in the plane, which has been normalized by removing short arcs surrounding the underpassing point of each crossing. We denote the arc components of the projection etJ (1 < / < p and 1 < j < ji); they are indexed so that for each i, eiX u ■ • • U etJi is the image of A, in the projection and eiX, . . . , eiy appear consecutively around K¡, determining an orientation of it. We call the crossing that separates eu from eiJ+x the i/'th crossing of the projection, and say it is of type +1 or -1 according to whether the overpassing arc is oriented from left to right or from right to left, relative to the orientation of the underpassing component. If / ¥=j £ {1, . . . , p} the linking number /(A,, Kf) is the sum of the types of the crossings of A, over A, [3, p. 132] .
A presentation <\xtJ; /,•> of G = ttx(S3 -L) is associated to this projection. A generator xtj corresponds to each arc eu, and a relator rtj corresponds to each crossing; if epq is the overpassing arc of the ijth crossing, rtJ is xpqxiJxpxx¡Jx+x or xpqxuxpqxijl+1> according to whether the crossing is of type +1 or -1. If F is the free group on {•*,,}, ^: T7->■ G is the epimorphism associated to the presentation, and a: G -» 77 = G /[G, G] is the abelianizing homomorphism, then a\¡/(x¡j) = oap(xik) V/'Vy, k G {I, . . . ,j¡}, and {t¡ = a\p(xjX)} freely generates H.
If (xx, . . ., xn; rx, . . . , rm> is finite presentation of the group G, and F is the free group on {xx, . . ., xn}, then there is a surjection \p: F-> G whose kernel is the normal subgroup of F generated by {rx, . . ., rm}. The Alexander matrix of this presentation is the m X n matrix, with entries in Z77, whose ijth entry is cn¡/(d(r¡)/dxj) whenever 1 < i < m and 1 < j < n. The elementary ideals Ek(G), k > 0, are defined by: Ek(G) = 0 whenever k < n -m, Ek(G) = Z77 whenever k > n, and if n-m<k<n then Ek(G) G ZH is the ideal generated by the determinants of the (n -k) X (n -k) submatrices of the Alexander matrix. (These ideals do not depend on the particular presentation of G used to construct the Alexander matrix, as shown in [1, pp. 104-107] .) The elementary ideals Ek(L) of a link L are those of its group.
It is well known that any one of the relators rtJ is a consequence of the others (see [3, p. 60] ). Since there are at least as many generators x¡ as relators r, in the presentation, this shows that any tame link L possesses an Alexander matrix with strictly fewer rows than columns, and hence E0(L) = 0.
3. Examples. In this section the elementary ideals of certain links are calculated, using the procedure of §2. To facilitate the calculations, the group presentations have been simplified prior to the derivation of the associated Alexander matrix. Also, if the final version of a presentation has as many relators as generators, then the final relator is simply ignored in the calculation of the Alexander matrix.
In each of the first five examples, sufficiently many of the elementary ideals are given to determine all of them, using the facts that E0 = 0 and the elementary ideals of a tame link form an ascending sequence.
The links of Examples 3 and 5 appear in the table at the end of [3] as 4, and d\, respectively. Two projections are provided of the latter, only one of which is used in the calculation of the ideals. The Alexander matrix of this presentation is
The elementary ideals are Ex = (txx + t2x)IH = (tx + t2)IH, and E2 = Z77. Example 4.
•x21-x:31-X:21-x:31-,(:21
The Alexander matrix of this presentation is
The elementary ideals are
). and E3 = Z77. Example 5. The Borromean rings (the link 6^).
). and £3 = Z77. Example 6. The simple chain C of p components.
We observe only that E^ = ZH and Eß_x = IH. Consider the link L of Example 2. Its sublink L^ is the trivial link T2 of two components (Example 1), so 7i,(LM) = 0 and E2(L¿) = ZH^. Hence
is the principal ideal of ZH^ generated by (txt2) -1, and £-,(£,") + IH, • E¿L¿ = 0 + 777" • Ztf, = 777,.
Since £2(L) = 777, <¡>E2(L) = IH^ = £,(LM) + 777, ■ E^LJ. This shows that the second inclusion of Theorem (1.1) may be an equality when the first is not.
If we consider instead the link L of Example 4, then its sublink L is the link of Example 3, so E^L^) = (tx + tfjlH^, and E^L^) = ZH^. Hence
This shows that the first inclusion of Theorem (1.1) may be an equality when the second is not.
The link of Example 5 shows that it is possible for neither of the inclusions of Theorem (1.1) to be an equality (k = 2), and the links of Example 6 show that it is possible for both inclusions to be equalities at the same time (k = p -1).
The inclusions of (ii') and (hi') are realized as equalities by the Efl_x of Examples 2 and 6; the inclusion of (ii') is also an equality for Example 5. According to calculations not presented here, (ii') is an equality for twenty-seven more of the three-component links listed in Appendix C of [3] , all but 84, 8s,, S3X0, 9," 932, 920, and 9\x.
Proof of Theorem (1.1). Suppose that a tame link L = Kx u • • • U A, G S3
of p > 2 components is given, together with a regular projection in the plane. The projection is assumed to contain no crossings in which the overpassing arc is one of the underpassing arcs. (We call such crossings "trivial"; clearly they can be adjoined to, or deleted from, a link's projection at will.) It is also convenient to assume that there are as many crossings in which A, is the underpassing component as there are arcs e^ in the projection. (If this is not the case, then A, is an unknotted component of L which is unlinked from the rest of L, and the situation can be remedied by "sliding it under" some other component of L to introduce nontrivial crossings over A,.)
Following the procedure of §2, a presentation <xy; r,7) of G = 7r,(S3 -L) is obtained, in which the generators xu are in one-to-one correspondence with the arcs et, and the relators r¡¡ are in one-to-one correspondence with the crossings of the projection. If this presentation is used in the construction of the Alexander matrix, then an m X n (where m is the number of crossings of the projection, and n = 2f_!y, is the number of arcs e¡,) matrix is obtained.1 Each row of the matrix has precisely three nonzero entries; explicitly, the row corresponding to the ijth crossing has these nonzero entries: tp or t~x in the column corresponding to eiy (according to whether the crossing is of type +1 or -1), -1 in the column corresponding to eij+x (independent of the type of the crossing), and 1 -/, or tpx(t¡ -1) in the column corresponding to the overpassing arc epq (according to whether the crossing is of type +1 or -1).
'Unless L has some unknotted component unlinked from the rest of L, m = n, and the Alexander matrix is square. (In fact, even if L has such a component, it will still have some regular projections for which m = n.) Eliminating any redundant row(s), though convenient when dealing with specific examples, does not simplify the ensuing arguments at all, so we do not eliminate any rows.
The rows and columns of this matrix may be partitioned as indicated in Figure 1 . An obvious property of determinants is their functoriality, that is, if P is a square matrix with entries in some commutative ring R, f: R -> R ' is a homomorphism, and/(P) is the matrix whose entries are the images under/ of the entries of P, then det/(P) =/(detP).
Using the definition of the elementary ideals Ek(L) = Ek(G), it follows that <bEk(L) = 0 whenever 0 < k < n -m, <j>Ek(L) = Z77, whenever k > n, and if n -m < k < n then <¡>Ek(L) is the ideal of Z77 generated by the determinants of the (n -k) X (n -k) submatrices of <¡>(M). Note that the same trivial crossing is inserted, irrespective of the type of the original crossing. By hypothesis, there are as many crossings in which A, is the undercrossing component as there are arcs e j, that is, D is a j^ X j matrix. Hence <b(M') is an (m -j ) X (n -yM) Alexander matrix for L^. By the definition of §2, it follows that Ek(LJ = 0 whenever 0 < k < (n -yM) -(m -jj -n -m, E^LJ = Z77, whenever k > n-j^, and if n -m < k < n -j^, then Ek(L¿) is the ideal of Z77, generated by the determinants of the (n -j -k) X (n -j^ -k) submatrices of «KM').
In particular, <t>Ek(L) = Ek(LJ = Ek_x(L)l) = 0 whenever 0 < k <n -m, and <?Ek(L) = Ek(Lp) = Ek_x(Lli) = Z77, whenever k > n, so both inclusions of Theorem (1.1) are equalities if k < n -m or k > n.
Consider the matrix <p(D); the description, at the beginning of this section, of the entries of M leads immediately to the conclusion that
where if 1 < j < j^ the diagonal entry ^ is 1, tp, or t~x, according to whether A, passes over itself in the p/'th crossing, or 1 < p < p and Kp passes over AM in the p/th crossing, which is of type +1, or 1 < p < p and It, passes over A, in the pjth crossing, which is of type -1. As Torres notes in [5] , it follows that In particular, <b(M) has the (yM "~ 0 x Up ~ 1) submatrix <p(Z>0) with det <K¿>o) = ±1, and hence <bEn_j +X(L) = Z77M. Since the ideals of L form an ascending sequence, it follows that <bEk(L) = Z77^ whenever k > n -yM, and hence <bEk(L) = Ek_x(Lfl) = ZHp whenever k > n -j^. Thus both inclusions of Theorem (1.1) are equalities if /c > n -j^.
It remains to consider the values n -m < k < n -j . Torres notes in [5] that <b(D ') = 0; this follows also from the description of the entries of M given at the beginning of this section. Thus if 1 < p < m -j , and P is ap X p submatrix of <b(M'), <?(M) has a (p + yM - Ek-Áh) + (( J *,«) -1)^(7.,) £ <i»£,(7.) whenever n -m < k < n -i". To verify the second inclusion of Theorem (1.1), it must be shown that det A £ Ek_x(LfJ) + IH^ ■ E^L^) whenever n -m < k < n -j^ and A is an (n -k) X (« -£) submatrix of <?(M)} The argument is split into three cases. Case 1. A does not involve some of the lasty^ columns of ^>(M). Suppose that A involves precisely j of the last j^ columns of <¡>(M), j <j . Expanding det A by minors along the last j columns of A yields an expression of det A as a sum in which each summand is a multiple of the determinant of some (n -k -j) X (n -k -j) submatrix of <b(M'). Thus det A can be expressed as a sum of certain elements of Ek+J_J([L)l), so det A £ Ek+J_JJ<Lll). Since y <jfl, k+j-j^Kk-l, and hence Ek+J_j(LÍL) G Ek_x(L¡í), since the ideals of L^ form an ascending sequence. Thus det A £ Ek_x(Ll¡) in this case.
Case 2. X involves all of the lasty'^ rows and columns of <b(M). Then A is of the form A = (0 ^o)) for some (n -k -j^) X (n -k -j ) submatrix A of <p(M') and (n -k -j ) X jp submatrix Y of <b(N), and hence X involves all of the lasty^ columns of <b(M), but does not involve some of the lasty^ rows of <b(M). Expanding det A by minors along the lasty^ columns of A yields an expression of det A as a sum in which each summand is some multiple of a product ed, where e is some entry of <b(N) and d is the determinant of some (n -k -j^) X (n -k -yjj submatrix of <i>(M'). From the description of the entries of M given at the beginning of the section, it can easily be deduced that every nonzero entry of <b(N) is ±(ti -1) for some / £ {1, . . ., p -1}, i.e., every entry of <KA) is in 777,, Thus det A can be expressed as a sum in which each summand is in 777^ • £*(£,,), so det A £ 777^ • Ek(L¿) in this case. Q.E.D.
Certain geometric considerations may be used to limit the upper bound of Theorem (1.1) significantly. Let ir: (S3 -{pt})->R2 be an orthogonal projection map which, when restricted to L, yields the given regular projection of L in the 2The second inclusion is trivially true if k = n -j , for ¡t¡(M') certainly has entries which are units of Z//M,so En_JiL_l(Llt) = ZHll. in which neither inclusion is an equality. Applying the lemma, it can be concluded that <j>E2(L) G (tx -1), by considering the projection tt, and <bE2(L) G (t2 -1), by considering it', and hence <¡>E2(L) G (tx -1) n (t2 -1). Since tx -1 and t2 -1 are relatively prime (see §5), it follows that <¡>E2(L) G ((/, -l)(/2 -1)); this inclusion is in fact an equality.
The properties (i'), (¡¡'), and (iii'
). In this section these properties, mentioned in the introduction, are verified.
The property (i') is considered first. Since the ideals of a tame link form an ascending sequence, to verify (i') it suffices to show that eE^L) = Z whenever L is a tame link with p components; this is proven by induction on p. If p = 1, this is a consequence of the property (i) stated in the introduction. Suppose that p > 2, and that (i') holds for all tame links of p -1 components. In particular, then ê7ïM_1(LM) = Z, where è: ZH^ -» Z is the augmentation map. Clearly e = i<j>: ZH -» Z, and hence by Theorem (1.1) Z = ££•,,_ ,(LA Ç êtbE^L) = eE^L).
A similar inductive argument, using the second inclusion of Theorem (1.1) rather than the first, can be used to show that eEk(L) = 0 (i.e., Ek(L) G 777) whenever L is a tame link of p > k components.
Proofs of the other two properties require more preparation. In [2, p. 189] it is shown that if p > 1 and 7/ is a free abelian group with basis /,,..., tp then there is an exact sequence
Y2^ Yx^IH-*0 of Z77-modules of the following form: Yx and Y2 are free Z7/-modules with bases {b¡\l < i < p} and {b¡j\l < i <j < p}, respectively, ax(b¡) = r, -1 whenever 1 < i < p, and a2(b¡j) = (t¡ -1)6, -(r, -l)b¡ whenever 1 < i <j < p. (If p = 1 then
From this, two properties of the elements f, -1,..., f -1 of ZH can be readily concluded, namely: if i =£j then r, -1 and t, -1 are relatively prime, and if Z77 is considered as an algebra over Z then {r, -1,...,/-1} is an algebraically independent subset (i.e., if Z[y" . . . ,y ] is the ring of polynomials with integer coefficients in the indeterminatesy,, . . . ,y , then the (unique) homomorphism Z[y" . . . ,yM] -» Z77 which takes eachy, to t¡ -1 is injective.)
A consequence of the latter property is Lemma (5.1). Let H be a free abelian group with basis *,,...,*", and suppose that xGZH, n,px.p" > 0, p -2,p, > 0, y = II,(í, -1/', and xy G (IH)n+".
Proof. There is a u it u £ Z77 such that ux is a polynomial (with integer coefficients) in tx, . . . , t^ [1, p. 117] . Since r, = (r, -1) + 1 Vi, ux is also a polynomial in tt -1,..., t -1, as is uxy.
Since {tx -I,..., t -I) is algebraically independent, ux and uxy can be represented uniquely as sums of (nonzero) integer multiples of monomials3 in i, -1, ...,/-1, without any monomial appearing more than once in either sum. By uniqueness, the representation of uxy is obtained from that of ux by multiplying byy. By hypothesis, each monomial appearing in the representation of uxy is of total degree at least n + p, so each monomial appearing in the representation of ux is of total degree at least n. Hence ux G (77/)", so x = uxu~x £ (77/)".
Q.E.D. Property (ii') differs from (i') and (hi') in that it is not, strictly speaking, a consequence of Theorem (1.1), though part of the proof of Theorem (1.1) is used in its verification. Lemma (5.2) . Let H be a free abelian group with basis /,,... , t^, p > 2, and let J G ZH be the ideal generated by the products (tp -l)(r9 -1), p ¥= q. Suppose Ax,...,Aliare ideals of ZH, x G ZH, 1 < / < p, and x(t¡ -1) £ J + 2j"_i Aj ■ (tj -1). Then x G (tx -1,...,/,_, -1, t,+l -1,..., r" -1) + A,.
Proof. Suppose that for 1 < j < p, Aj is the ideal of ZH generated by {ajk}. It Suppose now that p > 2, and the lemma holds for free abelian groups of ranks < p. Let H^ be the free abelian group with basis i" ..., r " and let </>,,: 7/ -» 7/^ be the group homomorphism given by <£,/{,) = tj forj < p, and <í>M(íA = 1. As noted in §2, any one of the relators in the presentation <x,y; rtj} of G = ttx(S3 -L) is a consequence of the others. It is shown in [1, p. 105 ] that this imphes that each row of the Alexander matrix M of this presentation is a hnear combination of the other rows. As a consequence of this, we obtain Lemma (5.3). Suppose 2 < k < m. Given a choice of k columns and k -1 rows of M, let A,, . . ., Xm_k+X be those k X k submatrices of M which involve these chosen columns and rows. Then any one of det A,, . . . , det Xm_k+X is in the ideal of ZH generated by the others.
Proof. Let Y be the (k -1) X k submatrix of M involving the chosen rows and columns. For 1 < / < m let Y¡ be the k X k matrix whose last k -1 rows are the rows of Y, and whose first row consists of those entries of the ith row of M that he in the chosen columns.
Suppose that l<p<m -k+l, and that Xp involves the <¡rth row of M in addition to the chosen rows. Since the ^th row of M is a linear combination of the other rows of M, the multilinearity of the determinant (as a function of the rows of a matrix) implies that det Yq is a hnear combination of the determinants of the Yr, r =£q. If the rth row of M is among the chosen rows, then Yr has two identical rows and, hence, det Yr = 0; thus det Yq is a hnear combination of the determinants of those Yr, r =£ q, such that the rth row of M is not among the chosen rows. Each such Yr is, up to permutation of its rows, one of A,, . . . , Xm_k+X, but not Xp; also Yq is, up to permutation of its rows, Xp. Thus det Xp is a hnear combination of the determinants of the Xs, s ¥=p. Q.E.D.
A proof of (ii') may now be presented. To verify that (ii') holds for L, it is necessary to show that det X G J + C whenever A is an (n -p + 1) X (n -p + 1) submatrix of M. The proof of this is split into two cases. Case 1. There is an /, E {1, . . ., p} and jx,j\ E {1,... ,j, } such that A involves neither the column of M corresponding to ef « nor the row of M corresponding to the ixjxth crossing in the projection. A simple counting argument indicates that either there is an i2 G {1, . . . , p} such that A does not involve the column of M corresponding to e¡¿ for some y E {1, . . . ,jh}, or else there is an i2 G {1, . . . , p} such that A involves both the column corresponding to e, and the row corresponding to the /2yth crossing in the projection for every y E {1,. . . ,y, }. By Cases 1 and 2 of the final argument of the proof of Theorem (1.1), <¡>,(det A) E £"_,(£,) + (( JJ #***) -l)^_,(l0 no matter which of these two properties is satisfied by i2. Also, by Case 1 of the proof of Theorem (1.1), «^(det A) E E^2(L¡).
As noted above, we can conclude that (^(det A) E <¡>¡ (J + C) and <b¡ (det A) E <j>¡ (J + C). From the former it follows that det X £ J + C + ker <j>it = J + C + (t,t -1), that is, there are y G J + C and z £ ZH with det A = y + (t¡ -l)z. Then <í>,2(det A) = <i>,2(y) + Ot ~ l)«/»,/2)-Since <>,2(det A) and <b¡ (y) are both elements of ¿jj + C) = ¿i2(J) + <¿(C), so is 0tx -1>4(*). Thus (í¿i -l)z £ J + C and, hence, det A = y + (/,_ -l)z £ / + C.
Caie 2. For any / E {1, . . . , p}, either A involves the column of M corresponding to eu for every j £ {1, . . . ,j¡), or A involves the row of M corresponding to the ijth crossing in the projection for every j G {I, . . . ,j¡}. Choose /', E {1, . . . , p} and j G {1, . . . ,j¡ } such that X does not involve the column of M corresponding to e¡ ,, and let A = A,, A2, . . . , Xm_n+fl be the (n -p + 1) X (np + 1) submatrices of M which involve the same columns as A and involve every row of M involved by A, except possibly the one corresponding to the ixjth crossing in the projection. Then each A,, / > 2, falls under Case 1 and, hence, det X¡ G J + C whenever i > 2. By Lemma (5.3), det A is an element of the ideal of ZH generated by the determinants of the X¡, i > 2; hence det X G J + C
Q.E.D.
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